In this paper, the fast algorithm to Walsh-Hadamard transform (WHT) is studied from the point of view of the optical computation. Firstly, MSD addition and butterfly calculation in discrete WHT are presented in detail. Then the design and implementation scheme of fast algorithm of WHT is proposed and the software simulations to fast WHT are carried out optically. Meanwhile, the computational complexity of the algorithms in time and space are analyzed. The analysis shows that the problem of WHT with large-scale data can be solved in a few of clock cycles with optical computational method. The scheme also provides a good way for the design of fast optical Walsh-Hadamard transformer and an application in ternary optical computer.
Introduction
Walsh functions, which were proposed by an American mathematician Joseph Leonard Walsh in 1923, are completely orthogonal rectangular function systems defined in the interval of [0, 1] . Walsh transform based on the Walsh functions is a supplement to the transform domain method of signal and system analysis. M. J. Hadamard, a French mathematician, improved it and developed the so-called Hadmard transform. These two transforms were designated as Walsh-Hadamard Transform (WHT). The Walsh functions can be sorted in different orders. The result has a conspicuous physical meaning if the input signals are transformed by the Walsh functions in Walsh order which are arranged by the number of passing the zero point increasingly, whereas the Walsh functions in Hadamard order has the characters of block recursion and self-similarity, which is particularly propitious to fast algorithm [1] .
Discrete Walsh-Hadamard Transform (DWHT) is an important non-sine transform and a mathematic method that analyzes the frequency in the real number domain. As the coefficients of this transform are 1 and -1 and no multiply operations are needed, the transform was paid much attention in such fields as optical image and information process and is now widely used in source coding, image spectrum and image blind-watermark algorithm, etc. In terms of the latest video coding standard, the Hadamard transform has been used to calculate the video residual signal, and now is widely used in the study of spreading spectrum communication. Yuan Zhanting et al. [2] obtained orthogonal transformations with excellent performance by studying Walsh function system, and proposed a novel and robust digital watermarking algorithm based on Walsh transformation. Cai Guangyue et al. [3] proposed a fast algorithm of VQ codeword search based on Hadamard transform. This algorithm could reduce the codeword searching time significantly under the premise of guaranteeing the good performance and visual effect. Qiao Yang et al. [4] proposed an improved double test algorithm with Hadamard transform domain and vector partition in order to be used to compress the image signal fast and effectively. Their experiment shows that it improves the efficiency of searching the codeword significantly. Yang Xiaohui et al. [5] presented an approach to the blind estimation of linear block code parameters with noisy data based on WHT.
Many researches have been carried out in fast calculation of WHT [1, [6] [7] [8] [9] . HU Hui [10] realized the discrete parallel Walsh transform based on multiprocessor platform-TMS320C80 programming structure and compared the performance between fast WHT algorithm and parallel DWHT. Recently, Jin Yi et al. [11] [12] [13] [14] proposed the conception of ternary optical computer based on optical method, which brought the data process of vast bits to a completely new application field. The ternary optical computer has the characteristic of huge bits, reconfigured by bits and carry-free addition, etc. It is particularly fit for fast calculation of the WHT with many bits and lots of operations [13, [15] [16] [17] .
In this paper, the analysis and research of fast computation for Walsh-Hadamard transform are carried out and an implementation of fast parallel computation to WHT is proposed from the point of view of optical process. In Section 2 discrete Walsh functions with Hadamard order and WHT are introduced. In Section 3 the design and realization of fast computation of WHT is presented with optical approach. In Section 4 the complexity of the WHT is discussed. In Section 5, software simulations to the WHT are carried out. In last section the work of this paper is summarized.
Discrete Walsh Functions with Hadamard Order and WHT
Discrete Walsh function sets with different orders can be converted mutually in some ways. For example, Walsh transform with Walsh order can be obtained by calculating the Walsh transform with Hadamard order first and then changing order according to reverse Gray code order.
The Walsh transform with Hadamard order and its reverse are defined as follows.
where wal h (i, t) are the discrete Walsh functions with Hadamard order.
Walsh-Hadamard transform in 1-dimension can be represented in matrix form, where
Transform:
Reverse transform:
Recurrence relation:
Design of WHT with Optical Approach
In the following, the discussion is restricted to the reverse Walsh-Hadamard transform.
Design of Butterfly-shape Arithmetic Unit with Optical Approach
Denote N = 2 L , X 0 = X. From Eq. (3) and Eq. (4), we have
Thus, the signal flow diagram of butterfly-shape computing X i (k) is as Fig. 1 . From Fig. 1 , it is easy to see that two MSD adder/subtracter units are needed to implement the butterfly-operation in optical way. Fig. 2 is the optical structure of the butterfly arithmetic unit and Fig. 3 is its thumbnail presentation. 
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MSD Addition
MSD addition is completed through the four transforms (T, W, T ′ , W ′ ) in Table 1 [15]. Step 1. Apply transforms T and W to a and b and obtain the results t and w, respectively. Append one 0 to the end of t and still denote it by t.
Step 2. Apply transforms T ′ and W ′ to t and w and obtain the results t ′ and w ′ respectively. Append one 0 to the end of t ′ and still denote it by t ′ .
Step 3. Apply transforms T 2 to t ′ and w ′ and obtain the final result s, which is the sum of a and b of length m + 2.
An MSD adder can be designed according to the computing process above, and the computation can be done in 3 clock time in parallel way. Now the adder can be designed through optical reconfiguration [17] . Any MSD subtracter can be easily designed by MSD adder or through the regulations of MSD subtraction. 
Scheme of Fast Algorithm for Walsh-Hadmard Transforms
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Fig. 4: Scheme of computation for DWHT with N=8
The design of DWHT with N = 2 L points is described with optoelectronic approach as follows:
Suppose the length of MSD representation for every input sequence X(k) is m. In order to guarantee the correctness of the results of the computation, additional s bits are reserved for every X(k), (s ≥ 2L). Thus the basic MSD adders are all of w = m + s bits.
There are two designing schemes. One is the feedback scheme; the other is the pipeline (or hierarchical) scheme. We can choose one of the two schemes. The scheme based on data feedback needs only one-layer optoelectronic device. On this layer, 
Complexity of Optical Walsh-Hadamard Transform
(1) Computing quantities and the number of basic arithmetic units According to the algorithm mentioned above, any DWHT for N = 2 L points can be divided into a series of DWHTs with less points within L levels. The final decomposition consists of N/2 DWHTs of 2 points. For L decompositions, each has N/2 butterfly-shape calculations, and there are two MSD adders for every such calculation(a subtraction is regarded as an addition). The amount of MSD adders is N L = N log 2 N . Under the pipeline structure, butterfly-shape calculating units for L levels need to be designed. Every level needs N MSD adders/subtracters. Therefore, N log 2 N MSD adders are needed for pipeline structure.
(2) Clock cycles Each level has N/2 butterfly-shape computations. That is to say that there are N MSD adders involved. These N MSD adders can do addition operations in parallel in 3 clock circles. So all the operations, including butterfly-shape computations as well as MSD additions, can be completed simultaneously in 3 log 2 N clock circles. Here is an example. Assume m = 64, s = 32, N = 2 L (L ≥ 13). The clock cycle, liquid crystal bits for every level, the number of MSD adders with the structure of optical WHT for N points in feedback and pipeline scheme respectively are listed in Table 2 . The LCD in the market has reached 10 million pixels and the LCD with hundred thousands of pixels is easily obtained. Therefore, it is not difficult to design such fast transform optical devices. 
Software Simulations to Optical Fast DWHT
The software simulation to DWHT includes the simulations of MSD adder, butterfly-shaped units, etc. But limited by the length of the article, the details about MSD adder concerning liquid crystal, horizontal and vertical polarization pieces, as well as C functions MSDadd and MSDsub of MSD addition and subtraction are omitted. Based on the above work, it is easy to write the main simulation programs of DWHT as follows. Table 3 , where u represents the symbol 1 (namely, −1). The results are correct. 
Conclusion
In this paper, the fast discrete Walsh-Hadamard transform based with optical method is discussed and two design schemes of the optical DWHT unit are proposed through the features of huge bits, reconfigured by bit, carry-free adder for ternary optical computer and WHT only involving addition, the design of WHT which can process upon 10 thousand points is feasible under the present condition.
